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Notes From The G
Gerri Lum, Pro Shop Manager:

“If you are caught
on a golf course
during a storm
and are afraid of
lightening, hold
up a 1-iron, not
even God can hit
a 1-iron.”
Lee Trevino

It’s cold now. After the initial promise of a welcoming Spring, it’s cold now.
The kind of cold, that makes the idea of jumping into a vat of ore smelt a viable
option. The morning started out cold and never really came to warm up.
Even when the sun peaked through the mostly cloudy skies, it never really
warmed up. I am here to tell you it was cold.
Yet through this bitterness, the demo-day sponsored by Mizuno Golf, was a
success. 100% of those who ventured out into the less than favorable temperatures and the winds blowing in from the southeast, met with the Mizuno rep,
Mason Wolf assisted by our very own Cole Lee and walked away with a new
set of personally fitted golf clubs. Impressive stat, right? Well, to be honest,
there were two (2) hearty souls, determined not to let the opportunity slip by
without a proper look-see. Mason, says that he will see if he can make some
room in his schedule this summer, to stop by once again, so to have another
demo-day so that the weather, at least the cold part, should not be a factor.
Thanks Mason and Cole for weathering the conditions and allowing those who
did brave the elements to walk away satisfied.
On another front…
The Spring season is upon us, and while the roar of the departing lion may still
be heard, we are anticipating a wonderful golf season. We have been diligently
working to get our golf cars in shape to handle the traffic – as experienced by
some less fortunate, the car fleet had been a source of frustration with the unbearable cold (see also the viable option referenced above) and the effects it
had on the cars batteries. A special thank you to Robert & Shane who went
over the cars in these less than ideal conditions to have a working cart fleet.
Thanks to all of you who attended the Member League drawing on Wednesday, March 25th. We look forward to a great season. For those of you that
are looking for a partner, we haven’t forgotten you. The feelers are out and
anyone with interest will be advised. Remember as well, only one (1) partner
must be a member of Rock Harbor. We most certainly welcome nonmembers to play in these leagues and while doing so, we offer the nonmember to play for $36.00 per round, including weekends. Hopefully, they
will see the comradery gained through these leagues is beneficial to becoming a
member of Rock Harbor.
Have a good spring, everyone! Until next time (a hui hou).

Fleet Maintenance

“He who has the
fastest golf cart,
never has a bad
lie.”
Mickey Mantle

Robert Rissler has been working on golf
cart maintenance for over a month now to
get the 100+ carts ready for the 2015 season. Shane Rohrbaugh, mechanic from Stuart M Perry, was called in to help finish the immense job. The carts needed
everything from minor maintenance to major over hauls. This has been a
very large job for Robert and Shane but they plan to have all the carts back
in rotation and ready in time for the busy Spring golfing season.
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